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The Annunciation, a painting by Henry Ossawa Tanner found in the Philadelphia 

Museum of Art, captures an unconventional image of the moment when the angel 

Gabriel announces to Mary that she will bear the Son of God (see the image 

above). Tanner, the son of a minster in the African Methodist Episcopal church, 

painted this work after trip to Egypt and Palestine. His experience of the people, 

culture, architecture, and light of the Holy Land is reflected in his painting. Mary is 

shown as an adolescent dressed in rumpled Middle Eastern peasant clothing, 

without halo or other holy attributes. Gabriel appears as a shaft flight. The scene 

richly captures multiple moments of trust and doubt, of worry and certainty. 

Tanner paints the young face of Mary gazing quietly up toward the light, curiously 

contemplating what it means to be God-bearer – an intimate relationship with God 

in saying ‘yes” to the angel. We, too, might asks what it means for us to take on 

this responsibility of bearing God. Do we realize the close connection we have 

with God and the mission of Jesus? Mary’s role in the life of Jesus becomes our 

role in Jesus’ mission and life as well. May we continually follow Mary’s example 

of carrying the word of God to the world. 

 

Questions: Do you identify more with hasty evangelization of the shepherds or 

Mary’s quiet pondering? Where do you need God’s face to shone in your life? 

What questions need answers – what dark corners need illumination? 
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What is the X in Xmas? 

Even though we usually write Xmas for convenience, we are continuing with a 

sacred tradition. 

KEVIN P. CONSIDINE 

Abbreviations can be a blessing. At least I think so. They make communication 

easier. In the 21st century, an example of this is the way we often text with friends 

and family. Once you decipher the codes and learn to use them, texting takes on a 

life of its own. Many texting abbreviations make sense and are useful. For 

example: LOL = laugh out loud; SMH = shaking my head; OMW = on my way. 

The church also uses this sort of shorthand to make communication easier. It uses 

abbreviations such as RCIA (Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults), CCD 

(Confraternity of Christian Doctrine), CYC (Catholic youth center), TLM 

(traditional Latin Mass), and JPII (St. Pope John Paul II). 

Other abbreviations used by the faithful are more perplexing. Prominent among 

them, at least for Catholics and our ecumenical brothers and sisters, is the 

abbreviation Xmas for Christmas. Is this like the X in X-Men (Professor Xavier’s 

force) or the X in Malcolm X (a sign of the unknown, since slavers annihilated the 

names of enslaved people)? 

It is neither. The X in Xmas comes from the word Christ. Yes, I realize that Christ 

does not begin with an X. At least not in English. In Greek, the language of the 

Christian scriptures, Christ comes from Christos (Χριστός) and begins with the 

Greek letters chi (X) and rho (ρ). Christos was the agreed-upon translation for the 

Hebrew word Messiah because both carried the connotation of being covered (or 

anointed) with oil. The earliest Christians attempted to take the Hebrew (or 

Aramaic) name of the savior, Jesus the Messiah, and translate it to Jesus the 

Christ. 

This means the first two letters resemble the English alphabet’s X and P. That’s 

why the Easter candle, along with a lot of traditional Catholic art and sacramentals, 

has the Chi-Rho sign (☧). 

Christmas is abbreviated as Xmas because it holds on to this tradition. Christianity 

in the Roman Empire was illegal, and the earliest Christians were often persecuted. 

They used the Chi-Rho to mark their worship spaces, tombs, and other important 

locations. Centuries later, Emperor Constantine had his armies paint the Chi-Rho 

on their weapons and shields. As Christianity inculturated into the Mediterranean 

and converged with the Roman Empire, the Chi-Rho became prominent in 
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liturgies, church buildings, artwork, jewelry, and even on the official coins of 

Rome. After the fall of the Western Empire, the Irish illuminated manuscripts of 

scripture continued this tradition of using Chi-Rho as a Christian symbol for 

Catholics. For our Eastern Orthodox brothers and sisters, the Chi-Rho never went 

away. 

Most Catholics have heard the saying, “Keep Christ in Christmas.” We believe it 

and still write Xmas as shorthand. Some of our family, friends, and ecumenical kin 

take offense at the practice. However, even though we usually write Xmas for 

convenience, we are continuing with a sacred tradition. We carry on the work of 

translation and adoration begun by our spiritual forebears.  

Merry Xmas! 

 

Readings for this Weekend – January 1st 

Solemnity of Mary, the Holy Mother of God 

Numbers 6:22-27 

Galatians 4:4-7 

Luke 2:16-21 

Readings for next Weekend – January 8th  

Solemnity of the Epiphany of the Lord 

Isaiah 60:1-6 

Ephesians 3:2-3a, 5-6 

Matthew 2:1-12 

 

Donations for last Weekend – December 25th 

Regular collection:  $15,300 

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR YOUR GENEROSITY! 
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HAPPY NEW YEAR! 
We extend our warmest and most heartfelt wishes to you, our 

Parish Family, for a happy, healthy and blessed  
New Year! 

 

 
 

 

 

MASS ON JANUARY 1st 

Since the Solemnity of Mary, the Holy Mother of God falls on a Sunday this year, 

we will celebrate with our regular weekend Mass schedule. 
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Blessed Feast of the Holy Family! 

December 30th 
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We continue to pray for peace in the troubled areas of our world, and in 

particular, we pray for the people of the Ukraine and all those affected by the  

We join our Holy Father in his prayer intentions for January 2023 – 

 For educators- 

We pray that educators may be credible witnesses, teaching fraternity rather than 

competition and helping the youngest and most vulnerable above all. 

PRAYERS FOR THE SICK AND THOSE IN NEED 

If you would like to add a name to our prayer list, contact the Parish office. 

We kindly ask that you do not request a name to be included without the express 

consent of the person for whom you are requesting prayer. While the request may 

be very well-intentioned, we want to respect people’s right to privacy. 

We ask for prayer for Charles Thomas and his ministry, Betty and Robert 

Friedland, Kathryn Jones and her family, Brian and Maria Cosgrove,  

Richard Rakin, Andrew Mikulski, Rod Baumert, Todd Conklin, Jean Van Lowe 

 

PRAYERS FOR THE DEARLY DEPARTED 

We lovingly remember in prayer all our deceased family members, friends, and 

parishioners and in particular: Bobby Smith, Anthony Lanza, Juliana Frangipane, 

Robert Dubas, Nestor Mir, Jarred Doughty, Donald Hendrickson, Adalberto 

Santiago, Carl Belfiore, Darlene Henry, Elenore Whitney Pirrota, Steve Nicoli, 

Nubia Quintero-Edwards, Stanley Jacobs, William Cardone, Vincenza Siciliano, 

Louisa Butler, Judith King, Bernard Jones, Viola DiMarzio, Robert DeStefano, Jr., 

Raymond Collins, Lorraine Rakin, Wilson DeMyer, Peter Cosintino, Nadine 

Gallagher, Tim Rogers, Joan Davis, Debbie Huggler, Amara Campbell, Barbara 

Taylor, Thomas Hasbrouck, Francisco Dueno, Daniel Downes, Alberto 

Quirindongo, Patricia Mullen Smith, Edwin Fancher, Jr., Russell Jackson, Mary 

Stubits, Peter Gozza, Michael Stubits, Margaret Rapenske, Claire Delaney, Emilia 

Symanski, Christa Somers, Gerardo Contreras, Jesse Kinney, Lorena Alvarado, 

James Forshay, John Hannon, Alice La Chance, Adele Henderson, Alexa Gabby 

Rodriguez, Ida Alvarez, Michael McKeon, Nelson Lopez, John Pemberton,  

Thelma Misko, Pedro Artiga Alvarado, Tanya Hokirk, Betty Mackey, Gary Tempel, 

Jim Jensen, Bridget Hinkle, Det. Sgt. Frank Gualdino 
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Saturday evenings at 7 PM: 

Mass in Spanish 

 

Sunday mornings at 10 AM: 

Mass in English ** 

 

Sunday evenings at 4:00 PM: 

Mass in English 

 

Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays at 8:30 AM (Mass in English) 

       **We will continue to livestream our Sunday morning Mass on Facebook. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


